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INTRODUCTION
 1 |  Kelly and Mia had worked together as employees at a large architectural and engineering firm for several years.

 A |  Over time they became friends - they were close in age (Kelly is 42, Mia 38), they worked well together and found they 
          shared a lot in common: a taste for good red wine, a shared fondness for beach towns, and they both hated the way their  
          company was being run. So they agreed to resign and start up their own boutique architecture firm as 50/50 partners.   

 B |  Five years after forming Sandcastle Architects, the tension was growing between these friends and partners. 
         Though they didn’t “do titles”, Kelly had generally functioned as the CEO, in that she was typically the one to represent 
         the company at networking events, tended to make most administrative decisions, and was better at finding new  
         business prospects. Mia, though she did some of these things, tended to manage the internal operations - leading  
         projects, training junior staff members, and handling the bookkeeping, billing, and job quotes. From the beginning,  
         Kelly and Mia had paid themselves equally and split end-of-year profits equally. Last year, they each received $100,000 
         in W-2 salary and $35,000 each in distribution of net profits.   

 C |  Both felt like they worked very hard and made sacrifices for the business, but Kelly was annoyed that while she was 
          out networking two or three nights a week, Mia almost always went home at 5pm. Mia shared that she wanted to see  
          Kelly do some more “actual work” and on top of that, she was starting to think that it was her own efforts that really  
          closed new business - developing the job quotes, explaining them to clients, and following up. On the surface, Kelly  
          and Mia seemed fine and avoided conflict, but underneath the resentment was threatening to break up the partnership 
          and potentially destroy the business. Each one felt that she was underpaid, and the other was overpaid.

PROBLEM, SOLUTION, AND RESULTS
 1 |  Kelly and Mia needed a reset, and an education in three main areas:

 A |  For a business to thrive, compensation must be tied to performance. While splitting everything down the middle 
         seemed like the correct thing to do, it didn’t take into account the different roles, skills, and work type of each Partner.

 B |  Partners in a business are usually both Employees and Owners. Employees and Owners are not compensated in 
         the same way - not ever. Employees receive a wage for work performed. Owners receive a return on their investment. 
         In a small business where all of the Partners also work in the business, they must be compensated both as employees  
         and as owners.

 C |  Every Partnership needs a sound, detailed Operating Agreement. When they started the business, to save money 
          Kelly and Mia went on LegalZoom and quickly wrote up their own Operating Agreement, which basically said that  
          everything would be 50/50 and they would make all decisions jointly. It did not lay out each Partner’s areas of responsibility,  
          compensation structure, or specifically what would happen if the Partnership needed to be terminated.    
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To solve these problems, CLM began a consulting engagement with Sandcastle Architects including monthly meetings with Kelly 

and Mia, jointly. They were still committed to staying in business together and continuing to grow the firm, but they didn’t know how 

to move forward from here.

One of the first exercises we initiated with Kelly and Mia was to have each of them write out the other’s job description. We used 

that as a starting point to have each Partner focus on what each of them is responsible for doing, and how many hours per week 

(or month) they spend doing it. For instance, Mia has more “billable hours” than Kelly because she is working more directly on jobs.   

They both have about the same amount of Administrative hours, and Kelly has more hours in Sales/Business Development than Mia.    

 A |  No need to change roles. Both Kelly and Mia agreed that they actually think their existing roles are appropriate for their  
         respective skill sets and they both like their work.   Rather than try to split responsibilities down the middle, it is better to  
         recognize that their roles differ, and therefore their compensation might also differ.

 B |  Compensate Kelly appropriately. Kelly should be paid a percentage of her production (architectural time billed to  
         clients), plus a reasonable market wage for the hours she spends on Administration, plus a commission for every new  
         Client that she is responsible for bringing in (sometimes she will split the commission with Mia, if both had a key role in  
         obtaining the client).        

 C |  Compensate Mia appropriately. Mia will be paid on exactly the same formula, but compared to Kelly, she will have  
          more income from production (architectural time billed to clients), and less from sales commissions. Applying the same  
          formula to both won’t necessarily mean that Kelly and Mia will make exactly the same salary, but it will ensure that each  
          is compensated fairly in their roles as employees. 

 D |  Return on Investment is still 50/50. Kelly and Mia’s compensation as employees has nothing to do with their return on  
          investment as owners. They will still split any profit distributions equally, as always. 

 E |  New Operating Agreement. Through our consultation, we persuaded Kelly and Mia to make the investment in having  
         their business attorney draw up a detailed Agreement that spells out roles, compensation, profit distributions, dissolution,  
         and even includes a buy-sell provision in case one partner or the other dies, becomes disabled, or just wants/needs to exit.

   .      

CONCLUSION
We have consulted Kelly and Mia on a range of business topics, but establishing an agreeable Performance-Based Compensation  

structure was one of the first and most important solutions.  

“Before CLM, Mia and I weren’t even able to have a real conversation about how the partnership was functioning,” says Kelly. “We were 

too busy, and fearful of having a confrontation without a workable solution. By opening ourselves up to learning a logical approach 

to our problems, understanding the fundamentals, and seeing how the numbers work, we saved our business.”   


